The serotonin2 antagonist ritanserin blocks quasi-morphine withdrawal at a time when mianserin is no longer effective.
A quasi-morphine withdrawal syndrome (QMWS), produced in opiate-naive rats with an injection of isobutylmethylxanthine (IBMX) and the opioid antagonist naloxone, allows one to study the expression of opiate withdrawal in the absence of the acute or chronic effects of opiates and the adaptive processes termed dependence. The allegedly selective and long-acting serotonin2 (5-HT2) antagonist ritanserin attenuated the QMWS-induced suppression of fixed ratio (FR) operant responding, which is a sensitive measure of the expression of a QMWS. When administered 30 min prior to precipitation of the QMWS, the lowest dose of ritanserin tested (0.158 mg/kg) was the most effective in blocking the expression of withdrawal; however, there was not complete reversal of the behavioral suppression. Acutely, the two higher doses of ritanserin tested (2.5 and 10 mg/kg) suppressed responding when given alone. This may have masked their ability to attenuate a QMWS. At a dose of 2.5 mg/kg, ritanserin completely blocked the QMWS-induced suppression of responding 24 h post-administration, at a time when its actions at other receptors (e.g., alpha 2) have dissipated. At an equivalent dose, the shorter-acting 5-HT2 antagonist mianserin was unable to attenuate the QMWS-induced suppression of FR operant responding 24 h post-administration. The 5-HT2 antagonists reportedly produce a paradoxical down-regulation of 5-HT2 binding sites upon chronic treatment, rather than the expected supersensitivity. Chronic treatment with ritanserin (2.5 mg/kg/day for 7 days), but not mianserin (same regimen), attenuated a QMWS 24 h after the final injection, thus supporting with a functional measure, the down-regulation of such binding sites by ritanserin.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)